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School School life

schoolbag  sandwich  key  student card  calculator   
season ticket for public transport  book  exercise books   
ruler  pencils  rubber  umbrella  hankies  pen-case   
fountain pen  paintbrush  crib  pencil sharpener

Mi mindent cipelsz az iskolatáskádban? Egészítsd ki a rajzot!

5.

7.

9.

13.

15.

17.

1.

3.

11.

6.

8.

10.

14.

16.

18.

2.

4.

12.

schoolbag
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SchoolSchool life

ST. MARY’s SECONDARY SCHOOL
Name:  Mark POTTS Class:  5 B
Subject Mark Evaluation

1.  French B Must practise passive 
structures.

2.  A Can count exceptionally well.

3.  A+
Mark knows the dates of all 
major battles, we don’t need an 
encyclopedia when he’s around.

4.  
Mark seems to enjoy this sub-
ject a lot, he might even become 
a doctor.

5.  A+
Excellent student. He has the 
world map in his head, all the 
capital cities, rivers, mountains. 

6.  C
He should work harder, and lose 
some weight. He is the only one 
who cannot run 100 metres 
under 60 seconds.

7.  A+
Terrible. Mark hates this sub-
ject, he couldn’t carry a tune  
to save his life.

8.  C His talent can only be compared 
to that of Picasso. 

Olvasd el az iskolai értékelést, és írd be a tantárgyak nevét a bal 
oldali oszlopba!
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School

headmaster  failure  chair  open  cheeky  bright   
staff room  wall bars  lazy  dog-eared  scatter-brain   
bench  cafeteria  caretaker  busybody  notice board   
nerd  lab  substitute teacher  strict  hobby horse   
grandstand  pass  nervous  crib  corridor  desk   
classmate  whiteboard  form-master  changing room   
marker  halfway line  student lounge

School life

Classroom  chair  
 
Exams   
 
Students   
 
Teachers   
 
Books   
 
Gym   
 
School building   
 

Mely szavak tartozhatnak az alábbi címszavak alá?
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SchoolSchool life

  1.  test  your knowledge 

  2.   in an exercise

  3.   the homework

  4.   on the board

  5.   off maths

  6.   in an assignment

  7.   an exam

  8.   in an exam

  9.   an exam

10.   for a test

11.   a home assignment

12.   office hours

13.   for class

14.   a test

15.   in the school choir

16.   with the school basketball team

17.   to a PTA meeting

18.   truant

19.   for an exam

skive  test  go  check  pass  sing  fill  hand   
be late  write  cheat  study  prepare  miss  do   
have  play  fail  train

Mely igék tartozhatnak az alábbi főnevekhez?
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School Maths

  1.  Two thirds  (2/3) of the population live in the cities.

  2. I had to wait   (1/4) of an hour. 

  3. I had   (1/2) a pint of beer.

  4.   (32.53) percent  

of my income is paid on bills. 

  5. I was born on   (5) July.

  6. What’s the   (2)?

  7. How can you divide   (8 2/6) by two?

  8. How much is   (10²)

  9.   (6³) is 216.

10.   (712) is a very large number. 

11. The Beatles were very popular in the   
  (1960s).

12. He earned $   (2,000,000,000)  

on the stock exchange.

13.  Henry   (VIII) had six wives. 

nineteen sixties  ten squared  the fifth of  two thirds   
thirty-two point five three  two billion  a quarter  half   
eight and two sixths  square root of two  six cubed   
seven to the power of twelve  the eighth

Hogyan hangzanak ezek a mennyiségek, ha lediktáljuk őket?
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SchoolMaths

twenty-four-seven  stone  four-by-four  dozen  foot   
score  couple  thrice  decade  digits  fortnight   
mile  triplets  twins  century  double

És mit rejt a függőleges sor?  

1 - -
2

3

4

5

6 - -

*
7

8

9

10

11

12

Mit rejtenek a meghatározások? A szavak a keretben segítenek, 
bár nem kell mindegyik!

  1. four-wheel drive 
  2. numbers  

of a phone number
  3. 12 
  4. 10 years 
  5. two weeks
  6. all week 
  7. 6.35 kilos
  8. a hundred years
  9. twenty
10. 2 babies born  

at the same time 
11. two people
12. 1.6 kms
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School Maths

stopwatch  folding ruler  thermometer  ruler   
balance  measuring jug  fuel gauge  measuring tape   
speedometer  cuckoo clock

Ezekkel a dolgokkal mérni tudunk. Hogy mondjuk őket angolul?

1. 2. 3.

6. 7. 8.

9. 10.

4. 5. ruler
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SchoolMaths

  1. Length  

  2. Area  

  3. Weight  

  4. Capacity  

  5. Temperature  

  1. The elephant drank 4.5 l (   ) of water.

  2. He grew tomatoes on a mere 0.4 hectare (   ) of land.

  3. We only need 0.03 litre (   ) of oil.

  4. The newborn cat weighed 28 grams (   ).

  5. I need a 30 cm (   ) long stick.

  6. The key was only 0.9 metre (   ) away, but I couldn’t reach it.

  7. I couldn’t swim 1.6 km (   ) to save my life. 

  8. The cockroaches were 2.5 cm (   ) long.

  9. I ordered 0.5 litre (   ) of beer.

10. His dog weighs 6.3 kilos (   ).

11. Can I have 0.45 kilo (   ) of strawberrries?

12. It’s boiling today, the thermometer shows 32 °C (   ).

a yard  a foot  a pint  one fluid ounce (fl oz)  an inch   
a pound (lb)  a stone  an acre  a gallon  an ounce   
a mile  90 degrees Fahrenheit

Melyik mértékegység mit mér?

Mennyit ér egy egységnyi belőlük a metrikus rendszerben?
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School Maths

Milyen geometriai formát rejtenek ezek az ábrák?

pyramid  cone  trapeze  square  sphere  cube   
triangle  circles  spiral  angle  cylinder

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11.

circles
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SchoolMaths

  1. ¸   tick 

  2. ′   

  3. −   

  4. =   

  5. ÷   

  6. ×   

  7. ( )   

  8. −   

  9. .   

10. ,   

apostrophe  brackets  divided by  tick  equals  dot   
point  hyphen  minus  multiplied by  comma

Melyik szimbólumot hogy mondjuk angolul?
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School History

  1. 1973  End of the Vietnam War 
  2. 1526  
  3. 1945  
  4. 1969  
  5. 1963  
  6. 1953  
  7.   896  
  8. 1241  
  9. 1776  
10. 1000  
11. 2004  
12. 2001  
13. 1982  
14. 1865  
15. 1789  
16. 2004  

Treaty of Accession of Hungary  End of the Vietnam War   
End of Second World War  The Battle of Mohács   
French Revolution  The first man landed on the moon   
Falklands War  Assassination of President Kennedy   
Foundation of the Hungarian State  Hungarian Conquest   
The Mongol Invasion of Hungary  Terrorist Attacks on US   
Declaration of Independence  Tsunami in south-east Asia   
The first man climbed Mount Everest  American Civil War

Mikor történtek az alábbi események?
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SchoolHistory

  1.  Elections  are held every four years in Hungary. elections / selections

  2. Everyone aged 18 or above has the right to   . choose / vote

  3. Conservative parties belong to the political   . left / right

  4. Socialist parties are   . left-wing / right-wing

  5. The Parliament   in the Parliament building  

in Kossuth Square. gets together / hold sessions

  6.   are the people who were elected to rep- 

resent the nation. MPs (members of parliament) / MPs (master politicians)

  7. They make and pass laws, which is called   . 

legislation / legitimacy

  8. The head of the government is the   . 

PM (prime minister) / PM (post meridiem)

  9.   communicates with the press, on behalf of a party. 

informator / spokesperson 

10. If a politician is involved in a scandal, they should   . 

design / resign

11.   deals with domestic affairs.  

Ministry of Interior / Ministry of Inferior

12. The Ministry of   on the other hand is responsible  

for relationship with other countries. Foreign Affairs / Love affairs

13. The Ministry of Finance is in control of the   . 

budget / budgie

Melyik szó illik inkább a mondatokba?
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School History

1. dictatorship  dictator 
2. democracy  
3. monarchy  
4. kingdom  
5. empire  
6. tsarism  
7. presidency  
8. government  

1. civilization  civil  war

2. royalty   family

3. democracy   elections

4. society   problems

5. republic   party

6. constitution   monarchy

republican  president  empress  democratic  tsar   
prime minister  dictator  royal  queen  monarch   
king  parliament  constitutional  emperor  civil   
tsarina  social 

Ki irányítja az alábbi államokat, szervezeteket?

Milyen melléknevek képezhetők az alábbi főnevekből?
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SchoolHistory

fight  execute  invade  capture  conquer  betray   
elect  crown  join  reign  disarm  surrender  defeat

  1.  execute  prisoners of war

  2.   a battle

  3.   the army

  4.   the weapons

  5.   over a country

  6.   land

  7.   the heir to the throne

  8.   president

  9.   a country

10.   the rebels

11.   an enemy soldier

12.   your country

13.   the enemy

Milyen igék tartoznak az alábbi szavakhoz?
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School History

1. conquer, invade, surrender, occupy

2. reign, queen, rule, lead

3. victory, defeat, surrender, lose

4. civil war, revolution, world war, army

5. arms, disarm, army, armour

6. first class, working class, lower class, upper class

7. independent, autonomous, free, slave

8. House of Lords, House of Commons, PM, President

9. Queen, Senate, House of Representatives, President

Melyik a kakukktojás az alábbi szavak közül?
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SchoolHistory

European Parliament  European Commission   
European Central Bank  European Court of Justice   
Council of the European Union

 Description Headquarters Institution

1. It’s the executive 
branch of the EU.

Brussels

2. It’s one of the legisla-
tive branches of the 
EU. Its members are 
elected directly by EU 
citizens.

Brussels and 
Strasbourg

3. It’s the other legisla-
tive branch of the EU. 
It is composed of the 
national ministers.

Brussels

4. It’s the judicial branch 
of the EU.

Strasbourg

5. It’s responsible for the 
monetary policy of 
the Eurozone.

Frankfurt

Melyik Európai Uniós intézményre illenek a leírások?
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